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DEAR LESLIE.

Heart full

I grasp the pen
to bleed myself

To you. I'm not sure why

Except because I love you.

purely.

and through you
know Donne's love

"Like gold to ayery thinnesse beate.
another poet's words—

I wish I had my own

To tell you
how it felt when your fingers

pulled the roots of my hair

like your words pulled my soul—
The strength of restraint

then-
like the power of energy

harnessed
in a Bach prelude—
a Shakespear sonnet-

Captured, careful,

not to hide
but to drive

As you drive

and I drive, ourselves

and each other

Wanting so to know
what we both know
and yet can never know

Youth,

like hazy dawn, reveals too little

like morning fog, confuses—
yet as light grew

in Turner's paintings

our knowledge, too,

will, someday,
fly free.

Laura Collins



BEACH

Above, seagulls swoop to the oceans surface
in hopes for a salty delicacy.

Below, children drip wet globules
of sand through their tiny grasp.

Next to them, a corpulent character claims her spot.

Jerking the umbrella top open,
she plunges the long shaft into

warm grains of sun bleached sand.
Female sumo wrestler in her

pink polka dotted polyester bikini,

basks beneath the cool of shade
like a floating whale, sunning his belly.

Rubbing vaseline on her pythonic red lips,

she turns her box on; an Operatic interlude

with Beverly Sills holding an E-sharp long enough
so I could see her tonsils wiggle.
Perched like Buddha in her 16 positioned chair,

immediately gorging her hush puppy face with a
pastrami, swiss, lettuce, tomato, onion,

vinegar and oil monster submarine
Undulating like the waves; her tongue caresses
the poppy seed provender with rythmic fervor.

Nostrils flair like an S.O.S.

as she nears the end of her capacity.
Yanking the pull tab,

an explosion of Coke covers her face
with a sticky cloud of carmel carbonation.
She giggles, and licks her frosty mustache in delight.

She washes that fearful mass of muchamuck
down an esophagus whose channel holds

a Niagra of coca-cola.
Dabbing her entrance of satisfaction

with a fearful napkin as if

she scoffed that hoagie with control.

Jon Zimmerman



OVER

Closed in a
barrel of

admittance. I

can do nothing
but scream,
while all around
A slow replay
of feeling

cascades.
Crashing on reality

or what was
perceived as truth.

What beauty is there

in regret?

Waiting to be cleansed
by the spray
of self agony.
A Niagara of

misplaced emotion
flowing, too quickly

pulling, toward
the precipice.

Kelly Clark



NEIGHBOR

When I was just a small child less than three,

My family and I moved into a house
Next door to which an older lady lived;

She came over at once to let us know,
That little kids she never cared to see.

But we, too young, ignored the woman's wish,

And chased fireflies that strayed into her yard,

And climbed her trees, and took her gifts we'd made.
And when time came for us to move again,
She watched us go and waved to us and cried.

A. A. Markley



Liz Humes



TEACHING TRICIA TO WALK

If I could teach my sister to walk
It would be like this:

Arms swinging at her sides

as though she might dance
or walk on her hands
or offer to open jars

that have made strong men weak

Her ass would move the way she feels

like moving and not the way
the boy liked it to move-
not the way it moved when he said,

"Oh baby I love you"
when he meant
"Hey, this feels good"
Because it doesn't feel so hot now
and her hips should move
the way she feels

Which is strong.

The way that makes
street lights of her eyes
stop signs of her lips

and yellow flashing lights of her hair

swinging in the beat
that feels right. Her feet

should hit the ground
like she owned it.

Janice Lynch



Pray profusely for murmuring memories of

worn-out wars
Long ago silently surpassed by cold cunning

lovers

Under millstone upon millstone

You bend and break,
Writhe and wrench
It hurts, like the black-blood moss of

Indonesia
They want you to love like a vacant house
With everything blowing through cold dark
decrepit windows-

Even the dust is denied residence
And the hope (or is it heap?)
Is always one lover away
Denied by one lover behind
What of him, the present?
Juxtaposed against the past and the future,

He never looked so good
Place him alone
He becomes a descending deceit
Upon a stinking sanity

In a dying delusion.

Lois Haas



THE END

i cry

because

i hurt

i hurt

because

i love

i love

because

ifeel

ifeel

because

iMUST

live.

Phil Polo
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Jayne Mardock



HAIKU FOR THE SEASONS

Barren trees are like

Old women who lose their youth

In a winters' storm

My frozen heart is

Beyond feeling, yet it beats

Underneath the snow

As I contemplate

A simple flower, my soul

Blooms. . . and I am whole

Words are angry waves

That gather strength and then break

Upon a defenseless shore

Like trees of autumn

I shed my youth leaf by leaf

Leaving only bark

Solitude is a

Two-edged sword that often wounds

The weilding victim

David Rochall



I have always lived my life in search of sensation

While so many live to avoid it;

To me there is no worse sensation

Than the absence of sensation.

But I have paid dearly in my quest,

For the sensations I have found

Have turned my heart to granite,

My blood to ice; you try to break in,

But you came too late.

I'd love to have the sensation of love,

But love cannot live in such cold surroundings.

We together, in the dark, share the secondary sensations

Of lovers, intense enough,

But in the cold light my only sensation

Is the sting of a scratch or the tenderness of a bruise,

And my only emotion is astonishment

That you can draw blood from my skin

But can go no deeper.

Nancy Fletcher



CYCLES

He thought she was most
Like a fledgeling. Proper
Nurturing would make her

Most promising indeed.
He was meticulous about it.

Only the best for this little one.
Too bad she wanted to fly;

It was not in the plan.

There was only one thing to do-
Bite that pretty neck in two
And plant her like a flower.

Maybe she'd grow into

Somthing more obedient.
He had no time for ingrates.

AmyArdison



Neil Davis



MAUREEN

While sipping a brew after Maureen left me,
The bartender tapped me on the shoulder
Saying "there are lots of fish in the ocean"—
I saw myself again a child

In the Five-and-Dime store with quarters

Pressed tightly in my hands.
While admiring the fish in the tanks,

I always selected the prettiest and healthiest.

Purchased, I went home and placed the plastic bag
Gingerly into their new home.
Free at last they entertained me like attractive tree ornaments.
But slowly but surely I would begin to see
Them swim to one side prepared to subside
Like a torpedoed battleship.

I knew it wouldn't be long.

The next morning on the surface of the fish bowl
I'd see them dead and bloated.
Mother was always prepared to flush them.
But I carefully lifted them, placing
Them in a pickeling jar

Where they remained preserved but lifeless.

I imagined growing up and finding the cure
To all fish diseases—
The next Saturday I bought two more.
The Five-and-Dime clerk began to call me their "regular"
As I slipped from my bar stool

And asked a real Doll to dance.

Bernie Dickinson



TIME THROUGH ROSE-COLORED GLASSES

I used to think that Time
Was independent from ourselves,

Like an ominous, cohesive entity

Affecting everyone and everything

The same way.
But somethings get older sooner
While others stay young forever.

And the rock resists color altogether.

Bob Simmons



David Nicholson



SLEEPING OFF DEATH

What solace,

i wonder
exists beyond death—
in a moon glowing pearly white
with its face round 8c jolly

in a sun so gleaming brite

from brushing all its teeth

or a sky laden with pillows

where weary sky-travelers will rest?

(I'd love to breathe the whole clear sky

into my lungs

8c feel it balloon 8c press against
my chest walls)

What mansion of glory

becomes a soul's address
through layers of blue sky

like a pearl diver ascending—

I sit up
my ass on grass
my back
hard 8c cold
against a gravestone,
unforgiving as the December
sky in its blue freeze

8c i see my name
inscribed (in front of me)
in yet another monument
another symbol
of once, life

8c think:

Is there ice

six feet down?
Does the warmth of sun, love, or poem-writing penetrate the

soul
Alive, we Rest down there?
to restore our energy;
might we not be saving up
in death
for an explosion of energy

later?

Schoolchildren tramp across my vision

behind their teacher
past me giggling
words of innocent knowing
above .«_... .

what they know. Phil Polo



She drains me
drop by drop

Sucking out, licking up
all fluidity

Till dried, hard, petrified

I fall and crash
and split her apart

And, stony, walk away
unmarred.

Laura Collins



Brad Chance



ENVISIONED NIGHTMARE

Dragging Myself

Pulling the Mass that is me
Farther and yet, still farther

Trudging through the glens
Stumbling through the fields

Over and over

The metal grows heavy
Rusting from bloodied sweat
Fusing with burnt flesh

Finally seeing it

Finally making it

Pounding open the door

Falling to the dirt floor

Hearing your gentle steps

Raising my glazed eyes

Peering at you
Trembling in the dust

I pray,

Strike me not.

Don Kaplan



SONNET

I once would envy every man I knew
Who had a lovely lady at his side,

I wondered if a love so pure and true

Would ever come my way despite my pride.

Then suddenly from nowhere came this girl,

More lovely than I ever could have hoped;
She came into my life all in a whirl,

And cheered a man who once had only moped.
Yet where is the excitement, where's the joy

I thought she'd bring when in my life she stole?

Why do my troubles linger, where's the boy
I'd hoped that she'd restore within my soul?

Show me the man whose happiness is found
When fulfilled wants and wishes do abound.

A. A. Markley



A SECOND PARTING

I felt your good-bye
When you touched me.
the love swelled in your eyes
Where tears might have been.
Your strange words felt familiar,

but the language, still inadequate,
could not pierce the silence of years

since our last parting.

Your face seemed new again, but older,

the truth having shaken off

the mystery that wanting you
had painted on.

You felt the fear in my trembling
in the way you held me with your eyes,

And I saw the dream of you
Which had taken me so many miles.

A great space rose up again between us

as we finally embraced,
And we were suddenly strangers

As we had been so long before.

I knew why I had come,
And you were glad.

I felt your good-bye
As you slowly stepped away,
and in your face as you watched me go
heart the things you never said.

Martha Barnett



CYCLE

As the sun dies

and looses her tenuous grip

on mortal reality,

she throws out one final,

illuminating ray

to save herself.

It falls

to the earth

and grasps
the crystal beads
of a lonely fountain.

Rejoicing at the union,

the fountain sparkles and
leaps higher,

taking the sun's color

for its own
and in doing so lets the sun

slip gratefully

from sight to rest.

And as the sun is reborn
and rises

to reclaim her rightful

place,
the fountain allows

the sun to once again
adorn herself in

goldorange finery,

leaving the fountain

earthbound and alone,

to bask
in the sun's

warm glow
until they once again
dance together
and exchange the

eternal vows of light.

Kelly Clark





SLOW RETURN

From old lovers we expect
touches that do not change
kisses that taste the same
over and over
like the lies of children.

You do not anticipate

his hands as something other

than your favorite color

or that his eyes will not taste

of your sweat.

When he walks back to your arms
it must be with that step

that took him away
or memory will not admit him
refusing, as it does,
alteration.

From old lovers we expect
the past to rise comfortably
again and again
like waves on a dying breath
giving up oxygen
in teasing doses.

Janice Lynch










